
K R I L A  7

Gulet



As its name suggests, gulet Krila (eng. wings) is so fast

sometimes it seems it has wings attached. Nevertheless,

don't worry, as it can always slow down to allow you to

fully enjoy in all the scenery. Another thing that helps

with this hard work are the two wide mattresses behind

the large table located on the covered rear deck. A

perfect crossroad, you can lie down in the middle, jump

into the sea on the side, or hop on to the table and drop

some specialties in your mouth.  The front deck is

reserved for suntanning, reading a good book or making

backflips. With great care, of course. The large red sofa

calls for you as it is a great spot to be in during the

sailing, with the wind in your hair providing sensational

feeling and refreshment.  In the air-conditioned salon

you will enjoy maximum comfort. The table and the

opposite bar will give you the best excuse to creep in for

some cooling off, by the AC or with a drink, it doesn't

matter. You can use a laptop, iPod and Wi-Fi for some

catching up with your not so lucky friends back home. Six

en-suite and air-conditioned cabins with double beds can

accommodate 12 of you. This gulet is ideal for large

groups of friends and families with children because of

the high bulwark that guarantees safety for kids, and the

ones that become like kids during the cruise.  A kayak, 

scuba diving, and water skiing equipment will help during

the process. Professional and always smiling crew will

foresee this process guaranteeing you a wonderful time

and memories for years to come.  

A B O U T



INCLUDED IN THE
PRICE: 

meals and drinks

harbor and marinas fees

residence tax

entrances in National Parks

HB/FB/Beverages

fuel for speedboat. 

EXCLUDED: 

yacht and passengers insurance

crew and crew expenses

maximum 4 hours sailing per

day

maximum 4 hours generator per

day

towels

bed linen

usage of all recreational

equipment on the boat 



FOOD OPTIONS 

BEVERAGE OPTIONS

     (one option is obligatory) 
 

Half Board (HB, 2 meals a day,

breakfast and lunch or dinner)

320 Euros person/week

Full Board (FB 3 meals a day ) 420

Euros person/week

Full Board FISH MENU 480 Euros

person/week  

FOOD DISCOUNT FOR
CHILDREN: (only for half board

and full board) 

*for children to 3 years free 

*for children from 3-12 years   -

50% discount  

Beverages on yacht
bar only! 

Drinks suplement
(free and unlimited

soft and hard drinks

for a week): 60 Euros  


